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2keeping condition that the dierence between original results and smoothed results is less
than 1 %. We numerically solve fully (3+1)-dimensional relativistic hydrodynamical equa-
tion coupled with the baryon number conservation law using Lagrangian hydrodynamics
[7]. The equation of state is needed to solve the hydrodynamical equation and anisotropic
ow is evaluated in detail by inputting the dierent equation of state to the hydrodynam-
ical equation. Here, for the rst trial we use the equation of state of the ideal hadron gas
which contains resonance up to 2 GeV [8]. Furthermore, we assume that the hadronization
process occurs when the temperature and chemical potential of the volume elements cross
the boundary (solid line in g.1). The solid line is so designed that the freeze-out tem-
perature becomes 140 MeV at vanishing chemical potential, based on chemical freeze-out
model and thermal freeze-out model [9]. Finally, we investigate azimuthal distribution of
proton by using Cooper-Frye Formula [10] for particle emission from hadronic uid.
3. CALCULATED RESULTS








































































Figure 2. The evolution of temperature distribution and chemical potential distribution
at z  0 fm in Au+Au 10.8 AGeV collision. (b = 6 fm)
Figure 2 displays that the evolution of temperature distribution and chemical potential
distribution at z  0 fm in Au+Au 10.8 AGeV collision. The graphs at t = 5:0 fm/c show
initial conditions from URASiMA and from initial time hydrodynamical expansion starts.
We can see that both temperature distribution and chemical potential distribution expand
in the transverse direction. The temperature distribution decreases with time, on the other
hand chemical potential distribution increases with time. This is because baryon number
density localize and the average of mass of baryons is larger than 1GeV. The uctuations
which we can see in initial chemical potential distribution descend with time. Freeze-
out hypersurface which is assumed in previous section is illustrated with temperature
distribution in g.2. The life time and size of uid depends on the hydrodynamical
expansion and freeze-out conditions. The size of uid can be estimated roughly to be
3about 10 fm at t = 15 fm/c from g. 2. This value is larger than the experimental result,





t = 5 [fm/c] t = 15 [fm/c] t = 25 [fm/c]
Figure 3. The evolution of ow at y  0 fm in Au+ Au 10.8 AGeV collision. (b = 6:0 fm)
Table 1












] Max. jvj t
0
[fm/c]
5.0 1.29 0.79 0.19 8.0
10.8 2.06 0.94 0.28 5.0










] Max. jvj Max. life time [fm/c]
5.0 0.10 0.083 0.40 24.0
10.8 0.14 0.091 0.46 21.3
20.0 0.16 0.083 0.48 21.5
Figure 3 shows the evolution of ow at y  0 fm in Au+Au 10.8 AGeV collision.
From the initial local velocity distribution we can see that the projectile nuclei nishes
passing though the target nuclei. Though only small transverse ow exists at initial time,
it increases with time and the growth of transverse ow depends on initial temperature
distribution and chemical distribution. We analyze the space-time evolution of the re
ball in several initial conditions (table 1). On the t = t
0
hypersurface, maximum energy
density, maximum baryon number density and maximum local velocity increase with
incident energy respectively. On the freeze-out hypersurface, Max.  and Max. n
B
are
diluted, on the other hand Max. jvj is larger than initial one. Therefore the internal
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Figure 4. The dependence of the trans-
verse momentum distribution on the
azimuthal angle in Au+Au 10.8 AGeV
collision. (b = 6:0 fm)
proportion to incident energy, because life time of uid is determined not only by initial
energy density but also by local velocity on the freeze-out hypersurface. Figure 4 shows
the P
T
-azimuthal uctuation of proton in Au+Au 10.8 AGeV collision. Elliptic ow is
obviously seen in larger P
T
region. Detailed analysis will be presented elsewhere [12].
4. SUMMARY
By using full (3+1)-dimensional hydrodynamical calculation coupled with the baryon
number conservation law, we investigate the hydrodynamical evolution of hot and dense
matter by inputting the results of the event generator, URASiMA for the realistic initial
conditions. From analysis of the evolution of uid with this model, we obtain several
results at AGS energy region. As a result of our freeze-out conditions, the life time of
uid is comparatively long and the size of uid which is estimated roughly is larger than
experimental result which is obtained by analysis based on HBT [11]. By comparing
physical properties on the t = t
0
hypersurface to ones on the freeze-out hypersurface, the
decrease of energy density reects on the growth of local velocity. Finally, from g.4 the
inuence of elliptic ow to the particle distribution increases with transverse momentum.
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